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Centrars Alpha
team takes first
place at ROTC
Ranger Challenge
. Brianan Stanley/ Observer

by Charlie Wainger
Staff reporter
It was another year, another cha Ilenge and Central Washington University ROTC Rangers clawed,
muscled and dove through the ROTC Challenge
and came out on top for the second year in a row.
"It's all heart," Nathan Schaffer, Central ROTC
Alpha team Ranger, said.
Central Washington's Army· Reserve Officer's
Training Corps (ROTC) Alpha team, with a score of
1763.19, placed first in the ROTC Ranger challenge this weekend in Ellensburg. Coming in second was Seattle University with a store of 1569.92
and Central Washington's Bravo team, just missed
second and placed third, with a score of 1569.06.
"The winner out of the whole brigade receives a
traveling trophy they hold for one year," Master Sgt.
Schledewitz said.
The events began with a loud "hooah," which
echoed through Nicholson Pavilion at 6 a.m. on
Saturday.
ROTC Rangers from Eastern Washington University, Seattle University, Washington State Uni-

versity, Oregon State University and the University
of Oregon fell into line.
Central's ROTC Alpha team took first place
with a score of 293.78 in the first event, the Ar.my
Physical Fitness Test (APFT), which demands"each
Ranger to accomplish as many push-ups and situps as they can in two minutes, then take off on a
two-mile run down Airport Road.
Each team stood eagerly awaiting their
inevitable turn to run to an orange mat and produce as many push-ups for their team as possible,
while the rest yelled and cheered them on.
According to ROTC Ranger Steven Lizama
from Seattle University, two months before school
starts training begins, which includes a diagnostic
test, to determine which cadets will participate in
the challenge.
"[In preparation] I ate pasta last night and nothing this morning," Lizama said.
Once the push-ups and sit-ups were finished,
the Rangers put on a bright mesh of jerseys
(orange, blue, green and yellow). The room was
filled with people waiting to set off on the two mile
run, one mile up Airport Road, beginning at the

Top: Limwell Mangrubang, senior exercise science major navigates the barbed
wire obstacle at the end of the grenade
assault course. Above: Devin Snyder senior, exercise science major, is executing a
grenade toss into bunker on the grenade
assault course. Right: Andy Mars, junior
law and justice major, reassembles a MI6
rifle during the rifle disassembly and
reassembly event. On Saturday, Nov. 8, and
Sunday, Nov. 9, Central Washington University ROTC held its annual Ranger
Challenge.

a

three way stop on Dean Nicholson Boulevard, and
then doubling back.
"You will begin running at your own pace," Sgt.
1st. Class Richards said. "Walking is authorized but
is strongly discouraged."
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cwu Foundation honors Mclntvre with gala

by Kevin Opsahl
Staff reporter

Central Washington University paid
tribute Saturday to President Jerilyn
Mcintyre at the president's second
annual gala.
The event was sponsored by the
CWU Foundation as a way of thanking
all donors for contributions to the university. The foundation is a non-profit
organization founded in 1968 to raise
private funds by volunteers.
Foundation members had a goal to
raise $18 million over five years, but
ended up raising $21.7 million. Mcintyre said she was pleased with the funds
because the economic situation has
made it "extremely difficult" to do so.
Mcintyre will be leaving in December, after serving eight years as president of Central. Mcintyre and her husband David will divide their time
between Ellensburg and their home in
Salt Lake City. Mcintyre became the first
female president of Central on Oct. 5,
2000.
Students and faculty will remember
her for her fireside chats. With a master's degree in communication from
Stanford University, she also gave the
occasional lecture.
"There is a little bit of sadness, but
it's good to say thank you to everyone,"
Mcintyre .said. "I really do feel we did

Pete Los/Observer

Mcintyre speaks at her goodbye gala, hosted by the CWU Foundation. Mark and Cindy Pearson received the
philanthropy award for their contributions to the Patrick O'Shaughnessy Endowment profession in accounting.
accomplish everything we needed to
accomplish."
The event comes right after the university held an intensive two-week
interview process with the four presidential finalists selected by the presidential search committee. Mcintyre did

not meet with them during their separate visits.
Christine Day, chair of the CWU
Foundation, offered praise for Mcintyre's hands-on approach.
"She was so amazing," Day said. "I
had the opportunity to see how she

changed Central Washington University. If you walked around the university
with president Mcintyre, you really got
to know how many people knew her."
The Foundation also produced a
video tribute to President Mcintyre,
highlighting her career and accomplish-

ments over the last eight years.
Mcintyre said she would like the
gala to become a tradition even when
she is gone.
"You all are incredibly important to
Central Washington University," Mcintyre said. "Thank you to everyone for
supporting the vision, the mission and
the future of the university ... David and
I have been proud to be apart of its
wonderfu I history."
The event also honored the philanthropist and philanthropic company of
the year. The philanthropy award went
to Mark and Cindy Pearson.
The Pearsons received the award for
their contributions to the Patrick
O'Shaughnessy Endowment profession
in accounting.
Mark Pearson is a 1973 Central
Alumnus who earned a bachelor's
degree in accounting.
"While we had a successful campaign, it is only the beginning," Pearson
said. "I would encourage you all to help
continue it."
The company of the year award
went to the Cave B. Estate Winery at
Sagecliffe in George, Wash., for its contribution to Central and its work for the
Sagecl iffe Foundation.
Chris Alejano, member of the State
Higher Education Advisory Committee,
read Gov. Christine Gregoire's remarks.
Gregoire could not attend the event.

Class project honors Dean Hall sustainability, remodeling delayed
by Donna Buse, Staff reporter and

Mimi Oh, Asst. News editor
The Applied Public Relations class
project, a weeklong event honoring
Dean Hall's environmental sustainability is delayed until winter quarter. The
new Applied Public Relations class will
pick up where the currently enrolled
students leave off.
The remodeling delays to Dean Hall
caused the project delay.
"There's plenty of work to do,"
Patrick Deffenbaugh, communication
department lecturer, said.
Students receive credit for working
on the event, which is a collaboration
with Facilities Planning and Construction Services director Bill Yarwood.
By winter quarter, the anthropology
department and the geography depart-

ment will move to Dean Hall. Dean
Hall will have a Leadership in Energy &
Environmental Design (LEED) certification.
The anthropology and museum
studies department as well as the geography studies department and the interdisciplinary resource management program, will be moving into Dean Hall.
It will house the office of the dean of
the College of the Sciences.
In 1998, the new Science Building
replaced Dean Hall because the building was contaminated by asbestos and
heavy metals.
"The building will be open by the
first day of winter quarter this January,"
Joanne Hillemann, facilities manager,
said.
There will be offices, lecture halls,
research space, laboratories and even a

'' ... We'll have an
exhibit space, a staff
and lots of opportunities for student
interns
to work .''
.
BILL YARWOOD
FACILITIES PLANNING
AND CONSTRUCTION

museum: the Museum of Culture and
Environment. The museum started in
1970 as part of the anthropology

department. There the department of
anthropology teaches people how to
make exhibits.
The mission of the museum is to
promote cultural diversity and environmental stewardship.
"Moving to Dean Hall, we'll have
an exhibit space, a staff and lots of
opportunities for student interns to
work," Yarwood said.
Dean Hall will be the first green
building on campus.
"We are pursuing LEED silver certification with Dean Hall - it would be
Central's first LEED building," Hillemann said.
LEED certification is the building
rating system that was developed by the
U.S. Green Council that provides standards for environmentally sustainable
construction.

"What they've done is they're making a way the university can be more
environmentally friendly," Yarwood
said.
Arrangements for the weeklong
event are still in the planning stage.
However, one of the activities wi 11 be a
poster contest.
At the end of the week is a party
with music, a fashion show and a display of sustainability products.
Deffenbaugh said communication
department chair Lois Breedlove and
anthropology department head Kathleen Barlow are working on a way for
currently enrolled students to stay
involved after the quarter.
Announcements will be made later
when the weeklong sustainability event
will take place. It will be open to the
public.
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Today:
High: 51°F Low: 30°F
10% chance of precipitation

WINDY
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Cloudy/Wind

Tomorrow:
High: 50°F Low: 30°F
20% chance of precipitation
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High: 54°F Low: 32°F
10% chance of
precipitation
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cloudy
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Tuesday:
High: 49°F
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20% chance of precipitation
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Mostly cloudy
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Wednesday:

High: 48°F Low: 32°F
10% chance of
precipitation

High: 47°F
Low:32°F
0% chance of
precipitation

Cloudy

Cloudy

Saturday:
High: 51°F
Low: 35°F
20% chance of precipitation
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ROTC:

Training for two months
culminates in victory despite cold downpour
continued from front page
The cold rain began to come
down harder as the whistle blew
and the Rangers took off down Airport Road, escorted by local law
officials with their red and blue
lights flashing.
Ranger Anthony Orkiolla from
Washington State University was the
first to cross the finish line with a time
of 11 minutes; Soon after, a steady flow
of Rangers began to trickle in.
Rangers did their best to congratulate each other on their strength and
success between their gasps for air
along Airport Road.
The second set of events consisted
of a written test and a physical challenge, which included a hand grenade
assault course, a rope bridge construction and a timed Ml 6A2 disassembly
and assembly course, which Central's
ROTC Alpha team won with a score of
369.
"Last year we had the [grenades]
that made a pop, but I don't know if
we'll have them this year," Jeff McKeon,
sophomore ROTC ranger at Central,
said.
This time the grenades definitely
made a bang that echoed through the
valley and turned a quiet country morning in Ellensburg into a war zone.
Rangers, dressed in army combat
uniforms, were handed five blue mock
grenades, which mimic the real weight
and feel of a grenade, for the five stations bui It to demand different grenade
detonation techniques.
"It's like throwing a baseball," Christine Bumgarner, senior photographer
for the Washington State University
ROTC public affairs, said. "Just don't
release it right next to your head."
The air began to smell like gunpowder as the event wore on and clouds of

smoke danced over the ground.
Central's Alpha team placed first
with a score of 395.75, in the final
challenge of the day, a timed rope
bridge construction over the Ganges
where each team had to get their whole
unit safely over the water.
Trees on either side of the Ganges
served as tie off points for the rope
bridge. The rangers used a temporary
knot to secure one end while the whole
group pulled in unison on the other to
tighten the rope. Then like monkeys the
Rangers clipped to a harness and
quickly slid to the other side.
"You can't do this if you can't function as a team," Lt. Eric Seeb from Seattle said.
Ending Saturday's events was a land
navigation test, originally planned to be
executed at Lion's Rock, but was
moved to Reecer Creek due to poor
weather conditions. Here Rangers are
asked to locate certain grid points using
their compass and navigation skills.
Central's Alpha team placed first in
the final event of the challenge, Sunday,
a 1Ok march through Ellensburg, with a
score of 318, which left the University
of Washington disqualified from the
march because a cadet was hospitalized due to exhaustion, rendering him
unable to physically continue.
With trophy in hand, the first place
Central ROTC Alpha Rangers and the
rest of the Rangers let out their final
hooahs and yells of excitement and
enthusiasm as they walked out of the
Armory Sunday afternoon where the
award ceremony was held.
The yells died out as they boarded
busses and vans to head back to their
respected schools, only to come back
next year and give each other another
run for their money.

Photos by Pete Los/Observer
Top: Alpha team accepts trophy for first place in the ROTC Ranger Challenge,
(left to right) Jeremy Conley seniro history, Victor McKenzie junior business
admin, Kelly Requa sophomore communication, Jordan Thompson junior
history, Anthony Jones senior history. Above: Marquis Mckiever freshman
communication( right) scurries across the one rope bridge with squirrel-like
agility as Hunter Hamilton junior geography and William Montgomery III
senior geography(left) prepare to load Zachary VanZantan sophomore exercise
science and Grant Skallerud freshman history (right) on the rope to cross the
ganges. Left: Sean Flanagan freshman safety and health management(left), Andy
Mars junior law and justice(right) check each other's repel seats in preparation
to cross the one rope bridge.

General education
requirements revamped
by Sam Hastings
Staff reporter
The first years of college at Central
Washington University are full of excitement and new opportunities which
impact the rest of a student's life. During
this time, students are required to complete their general education (gen. ed.)
requirements in order to move on to their
chosen majors. According to the current
mission statement, gen. ed. is designed
to offer students the opportunity to think
critically in a variety of settings, which
will help prepare them for the real world.
However, over the years many students
have challenged the gen. ed. program.
"There were some classes I took that I
had no interest in and I could not see a
reason for taking them, since they did
not pertain to my chosen field of study,"
Vanessa McClure, senior pre-paramedic
major, said.
Lack of connection to the major is
part of the reason why the general education committee is restructuring the
gen. ed. requirements. The role of the
committee (according to their its site) is
to decide the best way to aid students in
becoming well-versed individuals in a
variety of studies. Another reason for the
change is to basically update the program. Scott Carlton, director of the Academic Advising Center, said that with the
exception of a few dropped and added
classes, the gen. ed. requirements have
remained virtually unchanged over the
last 11 years.
Progressive changes to gen. ed. help
Central retain its place as the fastest
growing school of its type in Washington
state.
The committee has begun to discuss
and plan the new structure and outcomes of the gen. ed. program. Accord~
ing to Patsy Callaghan, English professor

and Coordinator of the General Education Committee, being an official "program" means that the gen. ed. program
needs to have clear and concise outcomes, and that's exactly what they are
working on.
"The overall goal is to create a framework of goals ... that will make the purposes of the requirements clearer to students and provide a clearer context in
which faculty can talk about how particular classes align with those purposes,"
Callaghan said.
The new set-up will include many of
the current classes. It will offer the
opportunity for departments to align
their courses with the new outline, as
well as give them the opportunity to add
or drop classes which they deem fit for
their department's outcome. The amount
of credits for the gen. ed. requirements
should not increase, as of yet.
Two of the new additions to the overall goal or outcome of the gen. ed. program are integrated learning and global
and diversity awareness. This will be
addressed with classes like the current
environmental studies courses and the
new American Indian Studies courses.
These new goals will more than likely
address other goals and outcomes as
well.
"The idea is that you would complete
the general education program by taking
classes that include all of the outcomes
for the program," Callaghan said. "But
you should have more choice and more
flexibility in planning and completing
the program."
According to Callaghan, the earliest
possibility of changes to the program and
catalog could go into effect as soon as
the 2009-2010 academic year. The program current students started with will
carry on with the students through the
rest of their college experience.
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City
News from around the Ellensburg community

Ellensburg Christian School hires Central grads as teachers
by Tetsu Takiguchi
Staff reporter
Ellensburg Christian School (ECS)
hired two Central Washington University students as music teachers. They are
working as teachers who get paid by the
school, not as interns or student teach ers.
"It's very advantageous for the students to get experience in the classes,"
said Anna Ng, principal of Ellensburg
Christian School.
This year, ECS has 83 students from
kindergarten through ninth grade, so
most of its classes have five to 16 students in each class.
Since the school cannot offer a fullday program just for a one-hour music
class each day, hiring Central students is
efficient.
"Central students bring a lot of
enthusiasm for their class," Ng said.
"They actually bring a lot of friends
[who are in the music major] into the
class to work with our students."
Ng said they are helping ECS build
relationships with music communities
in Ellensburg.
"They have experts in music who
are enthusiastic," Ng said. "Whenever
you teach something you love, it makes
the subject more interesting."
In the classroom, Central students
pass on their knowledge and passion to
children through music.
"I thought it was going to be really
weird teaching in a classroom while
being actually a full-time student at
Central, but it's really not," Erik Flaten,
piano performance and music edu cation major, said. "Because there's a big
enough age gap, I still feel like I'm an
adult in front of them." Flaten teaches
beginning band at ECS.
Chandra Rampersad, music education major, is another Central student
who teaches intermediate band at ECS.
"I love every second, so it's nice,"
Rampersad said. "[My students] make it
fun just naturally. They can't help it."
Rampersad explains her joy of
teaching music to her students as her
"lifestyle," teaching children has
become the center of her Iife.
"[Teaching kids] is the only thing I
enjoy doing and serving," Rampersad
said. "The kids are what make me so
happy, and that's my benefit."
Flaten and Rampersad draw inspira-

tion from their own knowledge and
experience and pass it on to their students. For example, Flaten also teaches
beginning choir in addition to band
instruments.
"Teaching both the band instruments and choir is a great combination,
because they overlap efficiently," Flaten
said.
He explained that they both use the
same techniques: core concepts of
music, how to read music, music
expression and breathing.
"The main point is to teach children
how to be good people through music,"
Rampersad said. "Music is a tool I use.
In a classroom, I don't teach music, I
teach kids."
Rampersad doesn't only teach her
students music in a classroom but also
to express themselves.
"The most important thing is to
remember that they are human beings
and they have really complicated emotions," Rampersad
said.
"You have to
take it into
consideration."
Rampersad
said
music is something that
they
get emotionally
involved in .
"Music is a very unique
human thing that we have,"
Flaten said . "It challenges the
students scientifically, mathematically, logically with music, and
it's the only subject in school that lets
those things go on at the same time."
Flaten explained that musicians use
the math part of their brain while reading music - what's the right note, how
to play in tune, how to play with everybody else at the same time and how to
make it beautiful.
"It's giving my students, at a young
age, the ability to work together to solve
problems, because it's an ensemble setting," Flaten said.
While Flaten and Rampersad are
getting experience in teaching, the
school is also gaining benefits from
them. And this opportunity certainly
makes their dream more realistic.
"Every job in music is my dream
job," Flaten said. "Whether or not I
teach a band or piano, I'm going to be
happy."
"Working at the Christian school is

Chandra Rampersad is one of
two Central
graduates who
teach classes at
Ellensburg
Christian
School.
Below left:
Rampersad
writes music
notes on the
whiteboard for
students in her
music class on
Monday Nov.
10, 2008.

Kate Pridemore/
Observer

just a [great] idea, because there is no
doubt in my mind anymore. It's just
what I want to do," Rampersad said.

Homework. Homework.
More Homework.
You have enough to worry about. You shouldn't have

New advertising minor and club introd•ced
by Allie Mathis
Staff reporter
Beginning winter quarter 2009,
Central Washington University students
will be able to choose from one more
minor - advertising. The advertising
minor became official last week.
Advertising was once offered as a
minor, but will be re-introduced along
with two new communication professors. Because so many aspects of advertising have evolved since it was last
offered at Central, the curriculum that
was used previously for the advertising
minor will be changed.
"The advertising field has changed a
bit," communication lecturer Patrick
Deffenbaugh said. "There used to be
only a few channels on TV, now there
are thousands, which means much
more television advertising."
Along with the new minor, an advertising club is also in the works. The people who are involved in starting the
advertising club are excited for the

experience the club will bring to students who participate. Deffenbaugh is
an advertising club co-founder.
"It will help prepare students to go
into advertising, because they can build
a portfolio with the classes we're offering," Deffenbaugh said. "The introductory process for the club will be this
year, but we' 11 be in fu 11 swing by next
year."
Steve Jackson, assistant communication professor, also helped start the
advertising club.
Jackson encourages students majoring in fields other than communication
to participate because it will provide
them with knowledge and a competitive advantage.
"For students in political science
and business majors, the advertising
club represents one of the only ways
they are going to get a bird's eye view of
how advertising works," Jackson said.
"Employers look for strong creative participation and evidence of writing ability. The advertising club is going to help

with this."
The advertising club is expected to
meet once a week and wi 11 focus on
new advertising strategies, as well as
real world scenarios by bringing in
actual clients. An advisor has yet to be
chosen, but Communication Department Chair Lois Breedlove is a likely
candidate.
Not only will the club help students
gain experience they wouldn't normally
get, but because advertising is important in many fields of work, it wi II reach
a broad range of students.
"The advertising club would be a
great way for me to get experience in
advertising for my business major," senior Raymond Srur said. "I could meet
some great connections and work on
my portfolio."
Classes for the advertising minor
will be open for registration for winter
quarter 2009.
Visit the communication department in Bouillon Hall, or go to
www.cwu.edu/-comm.

to worry about getting to the bank before it closes.
CCU makes banking simple. As a credit union, we
work for our members' best interests, not for the
interests of a few stockholders. We offer our members
better rates and lower fees.
Our Online Branch allows you to bank anytime 24/7.
Plus, we offer access to a network of surcharge free
ATMs for cash when you need it.
You don't have to be Catholic to be a CCU member.
Real people. Real service. Every time.

Catholic Credit Union
www.catholiccu . org
900 S. Ruby St., Ellensburg • 509.925.5633

110 N. Fifth Ave., Yakima• 509.248.2960
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Observance: Choices denied

Gav and lesbian couples
denied marriage rights
California, Arizona and Florida passed amendments
to ban same-sex marriages. California voters make
headlines as they continue to
debate Proposition 8.
Associated Press reporter Lisa
Leef said in her article "California
voters approve gay-marriage ban"
that the gay-rights movement experienced set-backs in other states
that same Tuesday.
I was totally shocked when I
Maggie
read that. Marriage is a choice and
Schmidt
should not only be a choice
Editor-inbetween just a man and woman. It
Chief
is a choice, people should be able
to commit or not commit to
whomever they want for the rest of their lives.
Marriage allows rights to the spouse, and it also
allows financial responsibilities. If an 18-year-old boy
and an 18-year-old girl can commit to each other, why
can't two 18-year-old boys or girls do the same?
The United States was bu i It on the freedom to
choose, and make decisions for oneself. We have the
right to freedom of religion, and speech, and I believe
there should be a right to decide who to choose to
spend the rest of one's life with as well.
Society will look down upon the ones who choose
to marry with a huge age difference and society once
looked down on the idea of interracial commitments,
in some countries it is still looked down upon. However, in the United States, we've learned better than to
try and ban interracial marriages so why should gay
marriage be banned?
I don't think marriage between a gay or lesbian
couple should be stopped. There are guidelines to protect the young and old and make sure marriage is

legally binding. In some states, couples who wishes to
commit must submits to blood and background tests to
help prevent bigamy and track tax fraud.
If a gay and lesbian couple wish to pursue marriage , then they wi 11 be held to these same standards
just like any other heterosexual couple.
It is amazing how passionate people are on this
topic. A combined estimate of $74 million was raised
to fight and promote the proposition. It has been said
to be the most expensive social issue campaign in the
United States.
The official results of the California polls have not
been finalized. As of last Friday, 2.7 million ballots
that were left from Tuesday's election remained
uncounted.
California officials have until December to finish
counting remaining ballots and it does not look good
for opponents of Proposition 8.
An article in L.A. Now titled, "Could uncounted
ballots affect Prop. 8? 11 said, "As of this morning the
secretary of state reports 5,661 ,583 votes in favor and
5, 154,457 opposed ... opponents of the measure
would have to win just over 59 percent of the uncounted ballots ... opponents have won about 47 percent of
the vote."
Before the proposition went on the ballot, gay marriage in California: A court ruling in June made it legal
for same-sex marriages to be conducted. In that time
an estimate of 18,000 marriages have been conducted.
Leef also reported that state Attorney General Jerry
Brown said marriages ~.onducted before Proposition 8
will remain valid, although legal challenges are a possibility.
'
California might ha, e been a pretty liberal state in
the past, but since tnis election it has taken a huge
step backward in think-i.ng and Jaw-making in my eyes.

The editorial views expressed are those of the writers and are not
necessarily those of the newspaper staff at large, the student body,
the faculty or the administration and are certainly not to be
considered as official views of Central Washington University.
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Thurio, played by Jeff Carpenter (left), senior double major in arts and
theatre arts, poses with Andrew Shanks (right), senior BFA performance
program, playing Launce in the performance "Two Gentlemen of Verona"
premiering on Nov. 13. - .

Shakesp~~ian

adaptation

Braces
by Hayley Clayton
Staff reporter

"The Two Gentlemen of Verona"
have traded in their Elizabethan tights
for the dapper suits, jazz and parasoltwirling ladies of the roaring 1920s in
Central Washington University's contemporary adaption of the classic
Shakespearian play.
The play follows Proteus, played by
Adam Kroeger, senior theatre arts
major, and Valentine, played by John
Meyer, senior theatre arts major, as they
travel from Verona to Milan. Proteus is
sent by his father to see the world.
Valentine seeks adventure.
"Valentine doesn't really buy into
the whole idea of falling in love, getting married and having kids," Meyer
said. "He wants to spend his youth
traveling and seeing the world and
when he begins to do that, he falls in
love with Silvia and that's when all the
tragedy happens."
Once in Milan, Proteus also meets
the wealthy and desired Silvia and
decides to compete with Valentine for
her affection.
"[Proteus is] definitely the kind of
person that knows what he wants and
will do anything to get it," Kroeger said.
According to Brenda Hubbard,
director and theatre arts professor, her
decision to set the play in the 1920s
was inspired in part by how the era suits
the behaviors of the men in the play.
Hubbard said the setting was also
influenced by sexism inherent in both
the context of -the play and the preDepression era.
"My joo as the director is to take
things about the play that I think are
interesting and find an avenue that will
open it up and make it acceptable to
the audience while also handling some
of the more sexist elements of the play,"
Hubbard said.
A controversial scene of an
attempted rape has been especially
challenging for Kroeger, whose character is the offender. -

.£~.Stage
"You've got to be comfortable with
the person that you're doing the scene
with;' Kroeger said. "The key is just to
realize that you're an actor playing a
character ... then you create an environment of trust."
Despite some of the intense issues
of the play, Hubbard considers "The
Two Gentlemen of Verona" to be a
tragic comedy.
"It has its light moments and its dark
moments," Lauren Pearsall, sophomore
theatre arts major, said.
Pearsall plays the comedic character Lucetta, Julia's maid. Julia, played
by Ashlen Hodge, junior theatre arts
major, is Proteus' girlfriend at the start
of the play.
Jeff Carpenter, senior theatre arts
and graphic design major, also lends
comic relief as Thurio, a third potential
suitor for Silvia.
The cast also includes Andrew
Shanks, senior theatre arts major, as
Launce, Proteus' servant, a slightly
mentally challenged young man. Committed to his character, Shanks has
researched mental disabilities.
"It's an interesting challenge,"
-~Shanks said. "It's important that I don't
come off as a cartoon or that I'm being
disgenuine at all."
Shanks is also the only cast member
the director has allowed to handle the
play's star canine, Georgie Wallin, a pit
bull and Rhodesian ridgeback mix who
plays Crab, Launce's dog. According to
Shanks, Hubbard made the decision so
the dog would be more comfortable
with Shanks onstage.
"The dog has been surprisingly
cooperative," Shanks said. "There are
horror stories _you hear about Iive animals onstage but Georgie has been
nothing but excellent. She'll stay on
command and eventually she'll look at
you and it's my job to play off of what
she's doing."
Shining a light on Georgie and the
rest of the cast is lighting designer Bonnie Briggs, junior theatre arts major.
Briggs is the first undergraduate. to

Jennifer Keyes/Observer

Playing the maid Lucetta in "Two Gentlemen of Verona," Lauren Pearsall, sophomore theatre performance
major, and playing Julia, Ashlen Hodge, junior and theater BFA performance major, pose for photos on Oct. 24.

Two Gentlemen

_q/Verona
Milo Smith Tower Theatre
design lights for a Central production.
both the music and ambiance. Suiting
"I like the feel I get from lighting the 1920s setting, the sound designer
and the feeling of accomplishment says audiences can expect to hear plenthat I get from doing a good produ_c- ty of jazz throughout the play.
tion," Briggs said.
"Finding good recordings of period
Briggs was the assistant lighting . music is the biggest [challenge],"
designer for "Peter Pan" and."Vietnam Prange said. "A lot of the stuff you find
101" last year. She first tried her hand at was on records and the hisses and
design during Central's 2007 One-Act pops from that time period are kind of
Festival with "Orchesis."
hard to iron out."
Audiences can also expect to see
Also working behind the scenes is
Nicholas _Prange, s·enior theatre arts 1920s-style costumes designed by Laumajor and sound designer for "The Two ra Reinstatler, graduate teaching assisGentlemen of Verona." Prange arranges tant, and sets designed by Christina Bar-

rigan, head of the theatre arts technical/design program.
"It's going to be a very visually stimulating show," Meyer said. "The indulgence of the set is beautiful, the lighting _
is going to be really interesting and the
costumes are the most beautiful costumes I've seen since I've been here anc
this is my sixth show."
Tickets can be purchased at the bo
office from 1to5 p.m on weekdays an
an hour before showtime. Tickets a1
also available at www.cwu.edu/-th ,
atre/tix or by calling the box office.
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oo·g, human interaction Ki to success
by Eric Haugland
Sports editor

Every, week at Morgan Middle
School (MMS) the staff size grows by
six legs as Rall a Vickers and her 4-yearold Shih tzu-Chihuahua mix Ki (pronounced "key") show up to volunteer
their time assisting special needs students.
Ki is also registered with the Delta
Society in the Pet Partner's program,
which allows him to be volunteered by
Vickers to visit "hospitals, nursing
homes, rehabilitation centers, schools
and other facilities," according to the
Delta Society Web site.
After gathering information from
the Delta Society's Web site she traveled to Spokane, Wash., to take a performance test with Ki in order to
become fully regi.stered. ,
According to Vickers, the test was
designed to test obedience and animal
temperament during "unpredictable
situations."
"They do one thing where they have
volunteers and people ... helping [by]
pushing wheE;lchairs and using walkers
to see how the animals react to those
kind of apparatuses," Vickers said.
Vickers initially had problems finding schools interested in having her and
her dog come in to help.
"First I contacted some people in the
elementary schools and didn't get a real
rapid response on that," Vickers said.
"Someone suggested talking to Betty
[McKinney] and I did and [a response]
was just immediate."
McKinney was an obvious choice to
attempt the program. McKinney and
Vickers .have known each other for
more than 14 years and are both special
education teachers.
"Because we are friends and we
have similar likes and feelings for animals, Ralla shared with me the training

she and Ki completed as a therapy
team," McKinney said in an e-mail." ...
Out of our discussions and sharing
came Ral la's idea to have Ki work with
one of my students.;,
Picking the proper student was one
of the more difficult parts of implementing the program, said McKinney.
"I selected a student who struggled
in reading and verbally expressi(lg himself in hopes that the time spent with
the therapy dog and Ralla would relax
the student, reduce some distress that as
a struggling learner he often feels, and
build confidence in both reading and
self expression," McKinney said.
Under suggestion by the Delta
Society Vickers -reviewed a guidance
manual which was created by Intermountain Therapy Animals (ITA) and
their Reading Education Assis,tance
Dogs (READ) Program.
According to the ITA Web site the
READ program is intended specifically
for children who are struggling with
reading. Their solution to solve such a
learning disability is to have a student
read aloud to a therapy animal in order
to gain confidence among their peers,
all while learning to enjoy reading.
The hour-long sessions are not tied
to McKinney's current curriculum and
are more of a break for her student.
"Really, when you think about taking an hour's time of his school day to
do that, that is a pretty big deal," Vickers
said. "I think it is really great of Betty
and also of Gary Ristine, the principal,
to have confidence that this is something that will benefit the child; they are
definitely doing it because they want to
do something that might be a benefit.".
McKinney feels that the time spent
between the student, Vickers and Ki is
beneficial.
Even with the positive impact the
program induces, Vickers remembers
that she is working with a teenage stu-

· · Mary Maveety/Observe1

Devin Beach, graduate student, and Maggie Bankston, freshman, enjoyed Rolla Vickers dog Ki who is a current
therapist dog who travels around Ellensburg schools.
dent and understands where he is
coming from.
"He is 13 years old so he [is] in the
era of being cool, so it is probably horrifying in some ways of having this old
lady and dog coming in," Vickers said.
"But [Ki] crawl [ed] up on his lap and
put his paws up on [the student's] chest
and just started licking his chin ... and
of course the kid could not help but
start petting him and start laughing."
This disarming skill that animals

have makes them perfect for such
programs.
"I am an advocate for this program
because I believe therapy animals,
through their uncanny ability to read
emotions of humans and. provide
unconditional love, provide a special
kind of comfort to humans in distress,"
McKinney said in an e-mail. "Many
times I see struggling learners exhibiting
this distress. It's really nice to know that
therapy animals are available to provide

such comfort"
Vickers said that while volunteering
takes a lot of commitment it is entirely
worthwhile, and she remains fascinated
by therapy dogs and the work they do.
"And the _other outcome for me is
that it is_very likely I wouldn't be doing
this - this volunteer reading thing- if I
weren't doing it with Ki, and so he motivated me in doing this, and it has been
very fun," Vickers said. "He is sort of my
therapy dog too."

Spa Day soothes with free activities, services
by Brooke Mortensen
Staff reporter

Learning where to go when stressed
out, knowing how to stay mentally and
physically healthy and taking a
breather from the chaos of classes are

just a few samples of what Central
Washington University Annual Spa Day
is all about.
From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Thursday,
Nov. 13, in the Student Union and
Recreation C~nter (SURC), the Wellness Center, along with University

Housing and New Student Programs, the Wei fness Center to see what issues
Student Health and Counseling Center students need the most help with and
and University Recreation, will sponsor specifically what is.sue to center Spa
the event.
Day around.
This year's Spa Day will include free
According to Easlick, the data on
flu shots in SURC room 140 and a serv- the student surveys from last spring
ice provider fair in SU RC rooms 13 7A showed that students need the most
and 1378 with tables offering free give- help with stress management.
aways and business information pro"Working with students in the Rec
vided by local businesses.
Center, I see every quarter more and
This year's event will also offer, for more of them who are so overwhelmed
the first time, free 15-minute massages with life," Cody Sims, fitness and memin SURC room 284 by local massage bership service coordinator, said.
therapists Jessica
Those who run
Jones, Rand Gillen
Spa Day have speGood-for-your- cific learning outand Paula Brinderhoff.
comes that they
"We try to do
want students to
soul-type stuff,
need-assessmentcome away with,
type things to figure
such as identifying
that's what
out what the needs
three coping skills
of [the] campus
for dealing with
Spa Day offers.
are," said Andrea
stress and depresEaslick, health eduCODY SIMS
sion, recognizing
cator and sexual
the
relationship
FITNESS AND MEMBERSHIP
assault response
between mental
coordinator. "Then
and physical health
SERVICE COORDINATOR
we try to offer servand participating in
ices and programs
stress-reducing
to help address those issues."
activities.
Some of the local businesses taking
"Good-for-your-soul-type of stuff,
part in Spa Day are Blue Stone Acade- that's what Spa Day offers," Sims_said.
my, Curves, Outdoor Pursuits and
After the completion of Spa Day, the
Rentals, Salon Zuchis, Yoga Self Center Wellness Center encourages students
and some local massage therapists.
to take part in an evaluation of the
"Spa Day is good because students event to assist in next year's planning.
can learn what's in the town and they
When students complete a survey
can check out the local things that are they wi 11 receive one free pass for a
good for their heafth," Marie Daughtry, group fitness class in the Recreation
assistant manager at Curves, said.
Center and will be entered into a drawEvery year, a survey is distributed by ing to win a free yoga mat.
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Lost Boys of Sudan visits Central
by Jared Stewart
Staff reporter
Civil war broke out in Sudan in
1987. Troops from the northern Islamic
area of Sudan were sent from town to
town in the southern region with strict
orders to exterminate all Christian
males with extreme prejudice.
John Dau was 13 years old at the
time. His village \'\'.as razed to the
ground, men were killed, women were
raped and children were kidnapped to
become slaves or worse. Dau narrowly
escaped the . ensuing carnage and
began what would become a journey
spanning over a 1,000 miles full of
heartache, despair and misery. The
journey lasted over 14 years and is the
subject of the documentary "God
GrewTired of Us."
·
Dau wasn't alone. He met other
children, dubbed the 11 lost boys" of
Sudan. Dau was one of the elder boys,
so at 13 years old he led and cared for
much younger children who looked to
him for guidance and support. Sadly,
many of these young children died due
to starvation, disease and the occasional lion or hyena attack. They
-trekked through the bush to Ethiopia
where .they stayed in a refugee camp
for four years, before civi I war broke
out in that region as well.
The familiar sting of war forced the
boys to flee once again into exile. This
time they made their way to Kenya,
again facing extreme danger from
lions, hyenas and human beings. At
0

Photo courtesy of the John Dau Sudan Foundation

John Dau, a "lost boy" of Sudan works to improve the quality of health care in Sudan. His documentary "God
Grew Tired of Us" follows his and 25,000 other children's journey as they fled 1,000 miles across the dessert.
one point the boys were fleeing· rebel
forces in Ethiopia and were forced to
cross a crocodile-infested river. Several
unfortunate children were eaten alive
while bullets whizzed over their heads.
Dau was among the lucky _and
escaped. He managed to continue
leading approximately 25 thousand

·Author pencils in
Ellensburg reading

Charles
Wainger

Staff reporter

l\t~'lfj..'

It's an underdog ~t3fy ~ti>'Oyt drugs,
darts and murder all taking place on a
single Thursday night in Garnet Lake,
Idaho.
Author Keith Lee Morris is stopping
by Jerrol's from 4:30 to 6 p.m. Friday
night, a last minute addition to his book
tour, to read from his new critically
acclaimed fiction novel "The Dart
League King: A novel."
11
The Dart League King" begins
with Russell Harmon, the Dart
League King, in his mother's basement where he has lived for almost a
year, doing lines of coke with his best
friend and boss Matt.
They are part of the 321 Club, Russell's dart team, and are getting ready to
play Brice Habersham, who was once a
professional, and others at the Garnet
Lake Monster bar.
·
The story begins to unfold when it's
revealed that one of Russell's team-·
mates, Tristan Mackey, is involved in the
disappearance of a college stud~nt, and
Russell has a steep $2,000 coke debt to
his drug deal~r Vince Thompson, who
haunts Russell's dreams and could stop
by the bar anytime to confront him.
Tristan and Russell's relationship
becomes interesting when Russell's old
love interest Kelly Ashton comes to the

bar that Thursday night, the same Thursday night Russell was there. Weird
thoughts go through Russell's mind as
to why she is there. Then he
sees her with Tristan at the
bar and he becomes paranoid
about a love affair between
the two.
This doesn't stop Russell, of
course, from inviting Tristan into
the bathroom to share a couple of
lines.
Morris has a unique way of
introducing his characters. Instead
of the cliche "here is this person and
here is. another person," ch'aracters
are introduced from Russell's perspective and opinions, then the reader gets
to judge them through the interactions
they have with Russel I.
"The Dart League King" wording
has a way of sucking you into the
characters and events happening in
this small Idaho town.
Once a few pages are over, you are
already entwined with the story, the
people and what's to come. It's a great
combination of "The Big Lebowski"
and "The Pineapple Express," but
instead of marijuana it's coke.
When Robyn Hull, Ellensburg art
commission council member and Jerrol's employee read his book in two
hours one day back in September, she
decided to call Morris's publicist in
an attempt to get him to visit Ellensburg. Hull found out he was in the
Elliot Bay area and would be happy
to make another stop on his book
tour to read at Jerrol's.
Morris is an associate professor of
English and creative writing at Clemens
University. "The Dart League King" is
his third novel. Morris released "Greyhound God" in 2003 and "The Best
Seats In The House" in 2004, all published byTin House Books.

children through the Sudan. The boys
ate mud and grass and they drank urine
just to stay alive in an unforgiving environment. Eventually, the lost boys
made it to Kenya and found the asylum
they had been desperately seeking.
"This is a story about how one person can affect so many," said Tony

Foland, sociology major and senior student programmer at the diversity center.
"His struggle is something e~eryone
needs to hear about."
Eventually the United Nations
learned about the existence of
nomadic children wandering through
sub-Saharan Africa and launched an

aid program. The number of children
roaming the desert was drastically
reduced. Boys who made it to the city
of Kukuma, located in Kenya, were
given shelter, clothing, security, and
f9od by Kukuma officials. The United
Nations provided education. These
young children who had endured a
gruelin~g exodus had finally found a
measure of peace and solace. Dau's
journey, however, was far from over.
In 2001 Dau moved to Syracuse,
N.Y. with a handful of lost boys. Dau
worked 60 hours a week as a security
guard while earning his associates
degree at Onondaga Community College. Dau then enrol led at Syracuse
University's Maxwell School of Scholarship where he started his BA in policy studies.
Dau is now married with two children. He has brought his mother and
sister to America. Dau is an advisor
for the Sudanese Lost Boys Foundation of New York as well as American
Care for Sudan Foundation; he founded both groups. In essence Dau has
captured the American Dream and
made it his own.
· Tonight Dau will screen "God Grew
Tired of Us" at 6 p.m. in the SURC Theatre followed by lecture, book signing
and Q&A in the ballroom.
"He couldn't have suffered more,"
said Marian Lien, the interim director
at the diversity education center. "We
really hope to enrich student's lives
and open their eyes with this speaker
series."
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f Hot program
USA TODAY considers
a future at Central
by Matthew Hartmann
Staff reporter
It's not just local newspapers on the
newsstands anymore. The Collegiate
Readership Program aims to encourage
college students to read national publications such as USA TODAY so they
can gain a better understanding of the
importance of keeping up to date with
current events. The program also aims
for students to become more involved
and have more knowledge about the
world.
The Collegiate Readership Program
is a pilot program at Central Washington University. It began Oct. 24 with
students filling out surveys about their
general media consumption at a booth
in the Student Union and Recreation
Center (SURC).
•
Representatives from USA TODAY
will return to Central on Nov. 21 to do a
follow-up survey to see if students have
positive feedback.
"For your students, the real world
and its immediate effect on their lives is
what is most relevant," Diane Barrett,
vice president of USA TODAY education programs, said in the October
2008 edition of the Collegiate Readership Program newsletter. "If they are
able to connect events and trends by
analyzing the elements of cause and
effect, they will have learned the lessons of a lifetime."

aa

As part of the program, copies of
USA TODAY are available for students
free of charge. Depending on how
successful the pr~gram is, copies will
continue to be available to students
and faculty this upcoming spring
quarter.
According to assistant professor of
communication, Cynthia Mitchell, students need to know what is going on in
the world. Mitchell believes that the
Collegiate Readership Program is a
good idea as long as pubiications such
as the Daily Record and The Seattle
Times are also included, as they were
prior to the 2008-2009 school year.
Mitchell says that having local, state
and national publications available will
allow students to take larger issues into
context with what is happening more
locally.
-.
"If they don't know what's going on
out in the world then they can't make
that connection between what is
learned in the classroom," Mitchell
said.
Lisa Green, senior geography major,
said that she reads the Seattle Post Intel!igencer every day because it's good for
students to read the paper so that they
know what is happening in the world
around them.
"It's way too easy for ·us to get stuck
in our culture and not inform ourselves
on what's going on nationally or even
locally," Green said.

Heat
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~
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Mississippi-based Linwood
worth the asking price
So I stole this
CD
from
the
newsroom a week
or so ago, and I
· have to say, it was
a good purchase.
The Mississippi-based band is
called Linwood,
Chloe'
and they sent
Robbins
their album, Burn
Copy Desk
Effect, . to the
Chief
Observer. Apparently the CD's been out since April, but
it's been hiding - sort of like the band
itself, who I could only find on their
own Web site and MySpace.
The band consists of Bo Lindsey on
vocals, Scott Coopwood on guitar,
Barry Bays on bass and Rick Shelton
on drums - and they're pretty much
all good.
Although he might sound like a
few other guys out there - Brent
Smith of Shindown in some places,
but it seems to cha~ge by song - I'm
a fan of Lindsey's voice. It has an
almost calming quality in some
instances and an appropriately rough
quality in others.
Although I originally had some
reservations with titles like "Are U

Awake" - and the fact that it had been
laying around unwanted for anyone's
guess how long - I was very pleasantly
surprised. In fact, despite its almost
text-speak, that one turned out to be
one of my favorites.
Also, we get a lot on this album.
There's "Your Kind," which is upbeat
and fun; there's "Sentimental Conversation," which is somewhat subdued; and
there's "Fall," which has a somewhat
amateur, notes everywhere-type sound.
No matter how much you love or hate
these songs, they are al I the type to get
stuck in someone's head.
I reafly felt like Lindsey meant what
he was saying with their songs, for
which he wrote all the lyrics. He doesn't seem like he's trying to sell some
fake emotions like a lot of pop artists
are doing these days I since the beginning of time.
A song that demonstrates this best
is "Fly Away," which is about someone close to him dying. Rather than
giving the cliched perspective "Wow, this sucks, I'm sad" - Lindsey
shows something new a year after the
death: not only the moving on, but
8eing with the girl's family, still feeling her presence.
This was one of the first bands

where I actually wanted to look up
lyrics. One lyric would catch me while
I listened and I had to figure out the
rest of it.
The only bad thing I can possibly
find about this band is that they don't
have an extremely distinctive sound.
This might be a problem for them
when they try to break apart from the
rest, but it's definitely still a good
sound. I remember a few years age
when there were about five or so
bands that had a similar sound for a
while, and they seemed to be just
fine though.
I would recommend going online
and getting this album, since it is unfortunately only available online. I found
it both on Amazon and on their Web
site, www.linwoodmusic.net.
At least check out a few of their
individual songs. My favorites were definitely "Are U Awake" and "Catch My
Eye," if you go that route.
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ROTC honors veterans Recreation Center
holds competitions

by Megan O'Malley
Staff reporter

Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) seniors stand silent and strong
in front of a tent. They stand guard for
24 hours on Veterans Day in the traditional senior vigil. The monument
serves as a reminder for all those who
went missing in action or were taken as
prisoners of war.
"[We do it] just as a way to show
respect for the real unknown," said Kira
Birkett, senior political science and Air
Force ROTC member.
Birkett has been in some form of
ROTC since high school. She signed up
for the ROTC class during her freshman
orientation on a whim, knowing that if
she didn't like it she didn't have to stay,
but according to Birkett, she loved it.
She is now a reserve member of the
United States Air Force, and will enter
as a second lieutenant once she graduates school this spring. The Air Force
runs in Birkett's blood . Her father was
an officer for 22 years, and before that
her grandfather was in the service.
"I really wanted to travel and, of
course, serve my country," Birkett said.
Birkett believes that for ROTC members, the idea of serving their country
comes as second nature. According to
Birkett, it isn't something that is constantly pushed or talked about; it's just
a natural thing.
"lt:s something we know we have
to do and know we should do," Birkett said.

As Veterans Day comes and goes,
many people honor those who fought
and served in American wars. While
many people tend to forget what this
day is al I about, the students and faculty on campus who are active or
retired members of the armed forces
wi 11 never forget.

''Think about all the
soldiers who have
gone to war and
died for their
freedoms.''
ANTONY MARTINEZ

ARMY PRIVATE
Major George Glass is a teacher for
the ROTC program on campus. A member of the Army for 23 years, he said he
came to the West Coast to visit a friend
and immediately fell in love with the
Kittitas Valley and Central itself. He
feels that working with students is like
giving a gift back to the army.
"It's an opportunity to develop the
young officer," Glass said.
Glass believes Veterans Day is a
way to show thanks for the things we
have. Specifically for college students, he sees it as a time to honor

military men and women who have
given us the chance to obtain a higher
education that isn't censored.
Not all active duty members come
from the ROTC program. Antony Martinez, a private in the Army, joined
straight out of high school. He is a
third generation soldier, with a grandfather who was in Vietnam, both parents in Desert Storm and a brother
who is currently in the Reserves. Martinez said his parents gave him the
right to choose and he wanted to join
out of honor and liberty.
" [The U.S. veterans] fought for our
rights and gave us a better future," Martinez said. "I should shake their hands."
He Ii kes the benefits that he gets
from being an active member of the
United States Army. Currently, Martinez
gets free medical and dental as well as
money towards school once he is done.
Veterans Day is an important holi day for Martinez's family; he wants to
make sure that others understand the
importance of what it really means .
"Think about all the soldiers who
have gone to war and died for their freedoms," Martinez said.
Veterans Day may embrace a
somber tone, but it gives citizens the
chance to honor those who have fought
for them. While the United States may
not always agree on the wars waged, or
how to resolve conflicts, Veterans Day
puts all that aside and allows people to
remember that the freedoms and liberties they have are courtesy of those who
were willing to fight for these rights.

THE SCOOP

by Natalie Young
Staff reporter

Nov. 14 at the rock wall from 8 p.m. to
10 p.m. Students, faculty and alumni
can sign up and compete.
Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals will
"This is basically like an intramural
host its 4th annual Cranksgiving Plysports competition. People get intimimouth Rock Festival Friday, Nov. 14.
dated when they hear competition, but
this event is great because everyone is
The Rock Festival is a bouldering
cheering everybody else on," said Ryan
competition held at the Recreation
Hopkins, Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals
Center climbing wall.
director.
The Recreation Center hosted the
third annual Bench Press Competition
During the competition two levels
last Friday. It was located in the lower
of climbers are eligible, beginners and
advanced. Both levels will be climbing
level weight room by the rock wall.
during the competition.
The contest was open all day to
"It is a great chan ce to view some
alumni , staff and students, male or
of the best climbers w e have on camfemale, with a $5 entry charge . Ben
pus," Hopkins said. "It is amazing what
Webb, Melissa Gigstead and Tracey
Wood were the three students who
some of these students can do."
At the compewere hosting the
tition there will
competition this
be opportunities
year.
"This competo sign up for the
rock
climbing
tition is a little
club. According
different from last
to Hopkins, they
year," Gigstead
said . "Instead of
are
always
encouraging indiseeing how much
viduals to join.
someone can lift,
we 're basing the
" Try
something different.
contest on reps,
Climbing pushes
how many times
MIKE DOVE
someone can lift
your
mental
SENIOR PERCUSSION
boundaries
as
a certain weight."
In this compewell
as your
PERFORMANCE MAJOR
tition there were
physical boundaries," said Mike
three
different
Dove, senior percussion performance
weight groups, including the heavymajor and rock climbing club presiweight group which is 215 lbs and
dent.
heavier; the lightweight group which is
The competitive season for the club
below 215 lbs, and the women's group.
really starts in February where climbers
Each weight group was assigned
will be training to compete against othdifferent amounts of weight that they
er schools like the University of Washmust be able to bench for the competiington and Western Washington Unition . Heavyweights lifted 225 lbs,
versity in an intercollegiate competilightweights lifted 185 lbs and women
tion in the spring.
lifted 95 lbs.
"I felt like the turn out for the conThe event this Friday will be an
introduction to how a climbing comtest went really well. We had a few late
walk-ins and some football players that
petition is set up, so new members of
had just gotten done with practice that
the climbing group will be ready for
wanted to compete, so that was really
bigger competitions in the future.
cool ," said Benn Webb, junior recre"I expect the turnout will be really
ation and tourism major.
good, we have a lot of really strong
climbers and up-and-coming climbers
"Eight people have signed up to
compete and we allowed walk-ins to
here at Central," Dove said.
compete also, because we know how
Different companies in the past
have sponsored the prizes for this combusy students can be with school during the week," senior tours and recrepetition. This year the climbing compaations major, Wood said.
ny Blur will be donating prizes.
The deadline to sign up for the
The first place winner for the
women's group was Alison Mc Weeny,
bouldering competition is Friday, Nov.
for the lightweight group was Darren
14 . It costs $15 and you must sign a
Axt and for the heavyweight group was
waiver to compete.
Mitchell Resset.
More information on the climbing
club is available by contacting the
Another competition that will be
held at the Recreation Center is the 4th
Recreation Center front desk at 509963-9350 .
annual bouldering contest on Friday,
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''climbing pushes
your mental

boundaries as well
as your physical
b ound anes.
. ''
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Drivers make raceways
green with electric racecars

88. I the 'Burg brings

coaches to listeners

Wildcat football rushing to the plavotts
Far left: Senior
quarterback Mike
Reilly is pointing
at his blockers
while rushing for a
first down. Reilly
led the team with
47-yards rushing
Bottom left:
Senior tight end
Jared Bronson
reaches out for om
of his five catches.
of the game.
Left: Freshman
Justin Helweg
catches a ball over
a Western defensive back. Helweg
was named the
GNAC offensive
player of the week
for his 108-yards
on three catches.
Photos by Brianan
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Wildcats defeat Vikings in
centennial clash, 49-21

by Tristan Gorringe
Staff reporter
Wildcats add an exclamation
point to their undefeated GNAC
season with a 49-21 victory over
Western Washington University.
Central Washington University,
was victorious over archrival
Western Washington University
on Saturday afternoon at Tomlinson Stadium. The game marked
the 1 OOth meeting between the
two schools.
The Wildcats, ranked fifth in
the NCAA Division II Super
Regional Four this week, finished
their regular season with a 10-1
record overall and 8-0 in the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference
(GNAC). Western is now 5-5 overall and 5-3 in GNAC play.
Central junior running back
Jerome Morris had four rushing
touchdowns Saturday afternoon,
the most by a Wildcat in 15 years.
"We knew coming into the
game that we needed to get a win
at home."Morris said. "We had the
eye of the tiger."
Central scored on their opening
drive, with Morris rushing for his
first touchdown of the game.
The Vikings responded on their
first possession, with Zach Hekker
scoring on a 19-yard pass from
Adam Perry.
Central scored the game's next

two touchdowns. Senior tight end
Jared Bronson had a glorious
return with a 33-yard receiving
score from senior quarterback
Mike Reilly in the first quarter.
Central didn't score again until
there was 3:11 left in the first half,
when Morris rumbled in for his
second rushing touchdown to give
Central a 21-6 lead.
Western countered back, as
Perry forced his way into the end
zone from one yard out with nine
seconds left. The Vikings came up
with a two -point conversion pass
from Perry to Travis McKee, making it a one-score game at halftime.
On the beginning kickoff of the
second half, Wildcat junior kicker
Garrett Rolsma forced a fumble on
Western's Kevin Jones, which
teammate junior defensive line
Ryan Dyer recovered at the
Vikings' 37 .
The offense then went to work,
needing six plays to go 37 yards.
Reilly and junior wide receiver
Johnny Spevak connected on a sixyard scoring strike to give Central
a 28-14 lead over the Vikings .
A three-and-out forced by the
defense returned the ball to the
Wildcats.
Morris scored his third touchdown of the game from three yards
out, giving Central a 35-14 advantage.
"I felt real good about Saturday's game," Spevak said. "The
field was a little wet from the past
week so I was not able to run as
well, but I was able to pull off two

touchdowns to help out the team."
Western scored on its first play
of the fourth quarter, when Perry
once again found Hekker in the
end zone for an eight-yard touchdown pass.
The Wildcats responded with
Morris' fourth touchdown after a
four-play, SO-yard drive, and Central ended the game's scoring with
a 2 5-yard pass from Reilly to Spevak with 5:07 remaining.
Reilly completed 20 of 29 passes for 292 yards and three touchdowns in his final regular-season
home game . He was also Central's
leading rusher with 47 yards on 10
carries.
Redshirt freshman wide receiver Justin Helwege had his second
consecutive 100-yard rece1v1ng
game with 108 yards on three
catches.
Central broke the school's single-season scoring record with 49
points on Saturday.
The Wildcats have now scored
462 points in 11 games, surpassing the previous record of 457 in
14 games by the 1995 team.
They will open the playoffs at
fourth-seeded West Texas A&M
University in Canyon, Texas, with
a tentative start ti me of 1 p. m. CST
(11 a.m. PST) on Saturday, Nov.
15, at Kimbrough Memorial Stadium .
"As a team we always handle
away games well; we go to win,"
Morris said. "This will be my first
career game against West Texas
A&M and I'm looking to get a victory."
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Wildcats men's basketball team blows out Angels
by Laura Mitt/eider
Staff reporter
The Wi Id cat men's basketbal I team
is off to a great start after Friday's big
win against Another Level Blue Angels
winning 119-81.
As six different players scored in
double figures as well as a game high of
22 points from senior Giovonne Woods.
The Wildcat basketball team as been
picked to take the Great Northwest Athletic Conference division this season.
"We haven't accomplished anything
yet," senior Colton Monti said. "We
need to earn it."
The team as goals that are set and
are working hard to obtain them. These

guys are working hard on their defense
getting ready to take on anything .
According to Head Coach Greg
Sparling the coaching staff is preaching
defense . It is their main focus during
practices.
"Defense always needs to be
worked on," senior Giovonne Woods
said. The team plays exhibition games
just like any other game.
They play hard and strive for the best
during games. They video tape and
watch them afterward to pin point areas
to be worked on.
"Tape doesn't lie," Sparling said.
In Friday's game the team was ahead
68-48 at half time. With 16 pushed
turnovers the team also gave up 12.

They continued with their lead as
the stretched the point differential to 30
in the third quarter. Monti also scored in
the double figures during the game.
Central will be opening their season
on Nov. 22 against Multnomah University at Nicholson Pavilion.
It's not just the players that are
showing their dedication.
"The coaching staff shows a lot of
work ethic and back up what they are
saying. It's nice to have," Monti said.
According to Woods the younger
players need to understand the tradition
and the hard work it takes. As well as
being committed because there would
be no reason if there was no commitment.

Far left: Senior
Guard Giovonne
Woods goes up for a
shoot at the exhibition game against
Another Level Blue
Angels. Giovonne
had a team high 22
points in the game.
Left: Junior guard
Colton Monti looks
to make a pass
around Another Level
defender friday night
at Nicholson Pavilion. Monti finished
with 16 points. Six
players on Central
finished in double
figures.

Photos by Brianan
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CENTRAL WASHl N GTO N UNIVERSITY PRESENTS

KARAOKE
Friday and Saturday Night

Registration begins at 9:00pm
Karaoke starts at 9:30pm

Karaoke in the lounge
Contest winner receives free Cattleman's T-Shirt

Author and subject of the award-winning
2006 National Geographic documentary,
God Grew Tired Of Us, the inspiring and
harrowing story of one of the 27,000
"Lost Boys of Sudan."

Thursday, Nov. 13, 2008
FREE and open to the public

509 925-9800

1700 Canyon Road Ellensburg, WA 98926

Pregnant?
You have options.

1-800-395-HELP
Free. Caring. Confidential
In Ellensburg call 925-2273
or visit us at 111 East 4th

6 p.m., SURC Theatre
Screening of the documentary
God Grew Tired Of Us
7:30 p.m., SURC Ballroom
Lecture and Q&A
with John Bui Dau
book signing and
reception to follow
This event is sponsored by
CWU Divers,i ty Education Center,
CWU Civic Engagement Center

and Ellensburg Rotary.
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Persons of disability may make orrongements
for reasonable accommodation by colling
509~963-1685 or (for hearing impaired) mo
509-963-2143. AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
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Beatin records with environment in mind
lectrathon racing speeds away, leaving fossil fuels in the dust
by Ashley Scrupps
Staff reporter
He builds them, she races them.
That's the name of the game for this
father-daughter team. This new environmentally progressive sport is called
electrathon racing.
Shannon Cloud, freshman, and her
father Dave Cloud have been involved
in this sport as a team for more than
two years: si nee Shannon got her driver' s license.
The team goes by the name "Cloud
Electric Racing ." Dave Cloud has
been building and racing electric cars
for 17 years . He is the designer,
mechanic and coach, while Shannon
drives the finished product. This team
alliance has led to marked success.
On Oct. 6, 2008, Cloud Electric
Racing was in Kansas City, Kan.,
attempting to get a new national
record for banked oval tracks. Shannon Cloud was successful in besting
the previous record, but a competitor
beat her time, setting the new record.
Shannon now holds second place for

the best one-hour record at 53.5 mph .
On Sept. 17, Shannon Cloud traveled 110 mph using less than five
horsepower while riding on high pressure bicycle wheels on the Bonneville
Salt Flats in Wendover, Utah. Shannon
now holds the first place record.
"It's fun to know that you're beating records against guys," Shannon
Cloud said. "One of my first races ever
during trophy presentation, I went to
shake the second-place guy's hand
and I could see he was a little tearyeyed and upset about a girl winning
first; I think he was embarrassed. As
for the rest of the guys, they are just
bitter because they are egotistical."
·in the last race, Shannon Cloud
reached 60 mph, a mark that only one
other person has reached .
These races typically last one hour
and feature vehicles powered by
deep-cycle-sealed lead-acid battery
packs that can not exceed 67 lbs - or the equivalent of two standard automobile batteries.
Electrathon is defined as a type of
electric marathon in which the winner

photo courtesy of Shannon Cloud

is determined by how far they go in a
certain time with a given amount of
battery power.
The difference between these race
cars and normal street cars is that the
electric cars are powered by electric
motors and batteries, rather than fossil
fuel burning engines. Making them
more efficient and cleaner than an
internal combustion engine ..
Electrathon racing is not typically a
dangerous sport. There are no other
people on the track during the race or
anything to run into, and the only
thing to worry about is rolling the
vehicle over.
The Electrathon Web site defines
Electrathon America vehicles as: single-person, lightweight, aerodynamic,
high-efficiency, electric vehicles with
three or four wheels that must meet
specific design and safety rules.
Dave Cloud bui Ids many different
types of electric cars for Shannon to
race. She has been driving these cars
around parking lots and on test laps
since she was 5, making her one of the
most experienced drivers in this burgeoning sport.

photo courtesy of Andrew Kemis

"Most girls quit after high school,
but I was raised doing this sport and I
love it," Shannon said. "I would have
to say I am the most experienced
female driver out there."
The one catch to this sport is that
there are no chances to practice
because it is not legal to run the cars
anywhere.
Portland International Raceway in
Portland is a track where Cloud Electric Racing competes once every year.
During this three-day race, they are
able to practice between the races.

"This is the race where we are able
to practice and test things out," Dave
Cloud said.
Electrathon , racing is growing in
popularity at high schools throughout
the state. Racers start at age 16, when
they get their licenses. Each year,
between 20 and 30 races are held and
between 2,000 to 4,000 electrathon
cars compete. There are several hundred racers; where ages range from 16
to 60-years-old, and fewer than 10
drivers are female. For more information visit ElectrathonAmerica.org.

photo courtesy of Shannon Cloud
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Top left and above right: All three current Cloud electrathons sit in a row. Top right: Shannon Cloud Racing in
Eugene, Ore., Sept. IS, 2008. Above: Shannon Cloud waiting on the start line at Bonneville Salt Flats on Sept. 17,
2008.

•Verizon Wireless •Clearwire Internet
*AT&T Wireless

•Schwinn Cruiser Bikes

(509)962-1265
'~t YourService-Ctoudeond KatyRndt,

Owners"

"Best Lodging in Ellensburg"
All theme rooms are non-smoking,
no pets allowed, and include down

comforters, jacuzzis, large screen
TV's, a refrigerator, and WiFi
Gift Certificates Available

Googlemaps.com>Hotels Ellensburg
1720 Canyon Rd .
www.innatgoosecreek.com
Email: goosecrk@ellensburg.com

509-962-8030
800-533-0822
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Coffee with the coaches is "brinuin' sexv back"
by Alex Pynsky
Staff reporter
The aroma of coffee and the sound of
an espresso machine welcome's listeners
of 88.1 the 'Burg's morning sports show
"Coffee with the Coaches."
The show is hosted in-studio with
Tyler Lobe, and from Winegar's Homemade Ice Cream and Coffee with Bill
Kaperak and James Puglisi.
The main focus of-"Coffee with the
Coaches" is on the Central Washington
University coaches. However, Kaperak
noted that it is always good to get a firsthand view of a game by an athlete who
actually played in the game.
The show welcomes coaches and
players from all Central sports, giving an
opportunity to some of the club sports like
rugby and men's soccer.
Last Friday, "Coffee with the Coaches"
featured football Head Coach Blaine Bennett, basketball Head Coach Greg Sparling, and two-sport star, junior wide
receiver and guard Jason Spevak.
Topics on the Nov. 7 show included a
'preview of the last weekend's football
game against Western Washington University, a preview of the basketball season,
and an in-depth interview witb Spevak.
The interview with Spevak became
quite amusing when Lobe began playing
a song in-studio about the star athlete
written by fellow host Kaperak. The song,
a parody of Justin Timberlake's "SexyBack", got a laugh from ~evak along
with the rest of the audience at Winegar's.
"I might have to get a copy of that,"
Spevak said.
Kaperak, who goes lSy the name Bill
Brasky on the air, came up with the idea

of "Coffee with the Coaches" after listening to the University of Washington's
morning sports talk show for many years.
"It is sports all the time for me, ever
since I was little, I just don't get tired of
sports ever," Kaperak said.
The inaugural show aired in the winter of 2007. All three of the hosts played a
part in getting the show up and running.
Kaperak came up with the initial idea,
Puglisi-took care of the advertising and
sponsorship aspect and Lobe took care of
setting up the interviews with coaches.
There have been several improvements to the show since it first aired nearly two years ago.
"There are a lot more listeners and a
lot more publicity for the show these
days," Lobe said. "Athletes and coaches
are starting to notice the show, and really
come out of their shell when they appear
on it."
The show had little technological support when it first began. A cell phone was
used to broadcast the show onto the
radio, which created a very poor sound
quality.
Nowadays, the show is able to use the
phone line of Winegar's for an hour and a
half during airtime, which results in better
sound quality.
"Coffee with the Coaches" is part of another show on the 'Burg called "The
Sports Den," which is also hosted by
Lobe. It begins at 7 a.m., an hour and a
half before "Coffee with the Coaches".
Lobe, who majored in broadcast journalism, began his career at Central two
years ago when he would call in to the
'Burg with Wildcat football updates.
He began making appearances on "Coffee with the Coaches" in February of 2007,

Kerri Benecke/Observer

Tyler Lobe co-hosts "Coffee with the Coaches" from the studio. Lone remains in the studio to host while James Puglisi and
Bill Kaperak host onsite at Winegar's Homemade Ice Cream and Coffee on University Way and Alder street.
before becoming a full time in-studio host of
the show that same spring.
"I have a lot of fun being on the radio,
it's a dream come true," Lobe said.
While Lobe is in the studio,.Kaperak
and Puglisi are at Winegar's conducting
interviews with the coaches and players.
The three hosts communicate via Facebook Messenger.

Texting is not allowed because it
would interfere with the radio signal, so
Facebook is the only way to communicate
back and forth between the studio and
Winegar's to discuss the agenda, commercial breaks and scheduling.
The show has a huge fan base and gets
great feedback from everyone including
students, faculty, coaches, players, and

local Ellensburg residents.
"They do a great job on the show asking excellent questions and keeping up
with the current issues; they really know
their Northwest sports," Coach Blaine
Bennett said.
The show airs on 88.1 the 'Burg from
8:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. on Mondays and
Fridays.

